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LEGAL NOTICE
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No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any
form or by any means - electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise except as permitted under Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the
prior written permission of the Publisher. All trademarks and intellectual property are the property
of their respective owners. Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: While the author has used his
best efforts in preparing this material, he makes no representations or warranties with respect to
the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this book and specifically disclaims any implied
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created or
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extended by sales representatives or any written sales materials. The Publisher has strived to be as
accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this report, not-withstanding the fact that the
Publisher does not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the
rapidly changing nature of the Internet. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be
suitable for your situation. You should consult with a professional in legal, business, accounting, and
finance field, where appropriate. Neither the publisher, author nor any distributor shall be liable for
any loss of profit or any other commercial damages, including but not limited to special, incidental,
consequential, or other damages. No guarantee of income is made. Readers are cautioned to apply
their own judgment about their individual circumstances and to act accordingly. This material is not
intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice. Fiverr is a registered
trademark. This eBook is not affiliated with Fiverr or Fiverr.com in any way. Fiverr does not endorse
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this eBook or anything this author says.
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MY INTRODUCTION
Let’s get right down to business. You didn’t come for a fluff eBook because you paid a couple bucks.
You’re a subscriber to Fiverr Bot, so we deliver the materials without the baby steps (like register your
Fiverr account – DUH!). So we avoid useless stuff. Everything in this guide is to give you starting advice.
There are MORE THAN 101 ideas in here (go ahead and count them all). Our goal is simple, have you
know which gigs sell well that are within your profession or skill set you currently have (even if it’s
none!). Once you find something, type the Gig Suggestion Title into Fiverr’s search and sort by highest
rated, you’ll get all the Top Sellers for these gigs. Copy what they do, add your own content and words,
and you’ll be off to the best start.
When you finally get the 5x gig ideas you’re going to offer. Read the ‘Becoming a Top Rated Seller
Blueprint’ to discover how to deliver your gigs, earn people’s trust quicker and almost “force” people to
buy your gigs again and again. But until then – FIND THOSE STARTING GIGS YOU WANT TO OFFER.

WEBSITE DESIGN (3 IDEAS)
Install WordPress & Secure It
It’s easy to install WordPress with one-click installers on most hosts. People will pay for you to do this, and after
installing, simply install a security plugin such a Securi to keep things secure.

A lot of people pay for premium WordPress templates but they’re disappointed to find that it looks nothing like
the demo after installation. They don’t realize that most premium themes come with a demo.xml that you
import using the tool, WordPress Importer. If you have any experience with this, this is an easy gig + you get
your hands on some awesome themes!

WordPress Site Transfers
Transfer someone’s entire WordPress installation quickly and easily with WP clone. Simply install Wordpress on
the new host and install the plugin WP Clone on both installations and clone the original install with the plugin
then copy and paste the link into the plugin in the new install. Easy!
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Install WordPress Theme Just Like The Demo
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WRITING (17 IDEAS)
App Reviews
App reviews are big on Fiverr, especially for the Android. If you have an iPhone but not an Android device, I
would recommend downloading the Android emulator BlueStacks to leave Android app reviews. Remember to
include gig extras to cover the cost of premium apps.

support@FiverrBot.com

Listing/Directory Reviews
A lot of businesses have listings on sites like TripAdvisor, Google Places, and FourSquare with no reviews and
often times they come to Fiverr looking for someone to leave a review. This is an easy copy and paste gig. They
write the review or you can write it for another $5-$10.

Press Release Writing & Press Release Submission
Google “Press release template” and use that for this gig. You could also submit the buyer’s press release as a
gig extra or a separate gig altogether. Just pay someone on SEOClerks to do this for $1.

Write Sales Copy
If you’re great at writing sales copy (or even decent at it) this is great, short work.

Leave comments on people’s blogs, YouTube videos or even Instagram photos. Works better if you use multiple
accounts and private proxies. Here’s where we get the least expensive & best quality proxies.

Indiegogo Campaign
Contribute $1 to Fiverr user’s Indiegogo campaign, share it on Facebook and comment for $5.
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Comment on Blogs or Social Media
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Write Articles
This is very much in-demand. You can choose to write the articles from scratch (recommend 100 words per $5).
There is demand for multiple niche writers and writing for blog sites over and over. This can become an
extremely lucrative industry for the right entrepreneur.

Spin Articles
You can choose to spin the articles with WordAi (recommend 500 words per $5). Spinning essentially involves
finding an articles from a site like EzineArticles.com related to the niche your buyer wants, then using a spinner
or rewriter like WordAi to rewrite the article for you so it passes all plagiarism checkers and duplicate content
checkers.

support@FiverrBot.com

Edit Articles
If you have the patience to proofread and edit people’s work, you can use advanced editing software like
Grammarly to edit 1000 words in 10 minutes.

Book Reviews
Kindle book reviews on Fiverr are really big. Be sure to offer a verified review (a review where you actually
purchase their book and then review it) in your gig extras, allow buyers to cover the cost of their book if it’s not
free.

Write “Terms And Conditions” or “Privacy Policy”

www.FiverrBot.com

Search for Terms and Conditions or Privacy Policies “generator” or “template” to quickly whip up these highly
sought after pages for companies and web designers.

Write Resume or Cover Letter
Ask your buyer what kind of job they are applying for and ask for their work experience and education and insert
that into a resume or cover letter template for the kind of job or industry they’re applying for.

Write “About Us” Page
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There are a lot of templates you if you search on Google for “About us templates” that you can use to write up
great About Us pages for company websites that need it.
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Transcribe Audio/Video
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Transcribe 30 seconds of audio for $5. This is a really great gig that can make you a good hourly rate, especially if
you’re fast at typing.

Critique Resume
You don’t have to be a recruiter to quickly critique a 1 or 2 page resume for $5.

Translation Services

support@FiverrBot.com

If you are a bi-lingual this is a VERY in-demand industry. You could even use a free translator and correct the
translation so that it is correct (nothing gets it perfect). I would recommend 50-100 words for $5.

Article Submission
You can manually submit articles as a gig extra. Pay someone $1 on SEOClerks to do this for you.

GRAPHIC DESIGN (18 IDEAS)
3D Book Mockup
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There are a lot of authors on Fiverr looking for things like e-book covers and even mockups for their books. You
don’t have to be a graphic designer or Photoshop whiz to be able to create a great looking 3D book mockup. You
can find a lot of templates on Graphic River but you have to be careful with their usage and licenses. There are
also free templates if you Google them.

T-Shirt Mockup
A lot of people want to see their logos/designs on t-shirts and you can easily whip up a mockup using a
template. You can buy a t-shirt mockup template from Graphic River or find a free one on Google.

Product/Packaging Mockup
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Business owners and software developers come to Fiverr looking for mockups for their product and packaging.
You can find paid packaging and box mockups on Graphic River or Google for free ones.
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Website Mockup
There are templates on the internet that can mockup a website by displaying it on a laptop or computer screen.
This is useful for webdesigners who want to show their clients their design and how it would look on a
computer. Graphic River is a good place to look for templates.

App Mockup
Many app developers like to include mockups of their apps shown on a tablet or smart phone for the
screenshots on their website or on the app’s listing itself in the Google Play store or Itunes App store. Graphic
River has some excellent mockup templates but again you can find some free if you search for them.

support@FiverrBot.com

CD and Album Cover Mockup
Musicians, rappers and DJs are another great demographic of buyers to create gigs for. You can quickly and
easily create a 3D mockup of their album cover and cd case using a template from Graphic River or one you find
for free online.

Logo Design
Logo design is one of the most in-demand gigs on Fiverr, if not the most in-demand right now. You don’t have to
be a graphic designer or even own any graphic design software to create logos either. Use a free website like
LogoYes to create logos for buyers on Fiverr.

App Icon
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App developers that don’t have any graphic design skills look to Fiverr to outsource their app icons. There are a
lot of ways you can go about creating one, including generators online, but the best way is to find a template
and use it.

FB Timeline Cover Photos
This is a surprisingly in-demand gig and it is very easy to do. There are a lot of free tools you can use to generate
a great looking timeline photo. Cover Junction, Timeline Cover Banner, Pic Scatter, and FaceitPages will all do the
job.

Ad Banners
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Look for free templates online that are the most common dimensions for ads and use those to create simple ads
for your buyers.
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Favicons
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You can create one from scratch or ask your buyer to send you a logo/image that you will then convert to a
favicon for them with a free converter.

Word Cloud Image
A new trend for a lot of blogs and websites is to display create Word Clouds for their website for either the most
popular/common words used on their website or just words they wish to include in the Word Cloud. There are a
lot of free tools online, like this one, that can do it for you.

Photo Touchup or Red Eye Removal
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If you’re skilled or experienced with Photoshop, retouching is a highly sought after gig, especially for something
such as red eye correction which can easily be corrected in Photoshop or even with a free online tool

Simpsons or South Park Character
Another easy to make yet surprisingly popular gig is to take someone’s photo and creating a Simpsons or South
Park character based on how the buyer looks. Using this Simpsons character creator or this South Park character
creator, you can complete an order in 10 minutes.

Edit Photos & Graphics
Simple graphic design jobs like saving images in different formats, changing the color of objects, and deleting the
background from images are all quick jobs you could charge $5 for on Fiverr.

www.FiverrBot.com

Turn Photos into Digital Paintings
Quickly and easily turn someone’s photo into a digital painting with either Photoshop (lots of tutorials online) or
with a free tool such as this one or this one.

Turn Image into ASCII Art
Turn someone’s photo to an ASCII art in seconds with text-image.com.

Turn Image into Mosaic
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Turn someone’s photo or art into a mosaic with click7.org.
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SEO SERVICES (7 IDEAS)
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Keyword Analysis
Use a keyword tool like Long Tail Pro Platinum to create reports for buyers showing keyword competition. You
can also use Google’s Keyword Planner tool.

Bookmarking
Creating bookmarks is close to backlinks, but bookmarks for some reason have their own special industry and
suppliers. Getting in on this niche can land you 5-10 orders a day if you are on Page 1 or 2 for this. Pay someone
$1 to do this on SEOClerks.

support@FiverrBot.com

Domain Name Research
Create a gig where you will do domain research for a company and create a report showing which domains are
available for their brand/niche that would work best. I use www.bustaname.com for research.

Niche or Industry Research
Perform niche research or supply buyers with a niche that has a good average monthly search on Google and a
high CPM for advertisers, meaning it’s a great niche to build a website for and place Adsense ads on. Ultimate
Niche Finder is a great tool for this.

Backlinks

Send Traffic to Website
Find traffic services for $1 on SEO Clerks and resell them on Fiverr for $5.

Submit Businesses to Listings
A lot of small and local businesses don’t have listings on websites like Yellow Pages and Google Places. Create
that for them for $5.
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Find backlink packages for $1 on SEO Clerks and resell them on Fiverr for $5.
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SOCIAL MEDIA (13 IDEAS)
Tweet Messages to Followers
If you have a lot of Twitter followers or create an account and buy a lot of Twitter followers for it, you can sell
Twitter messages/ads to your followers for $5.

Social Signals

support@FiverrBot.com

Buy social signals to a website such as Facebook shares and Google pluses from SEO Clerks and resell them for
$5.

Twitter Followers
Twitter followers are in-demand. There are a lot of $1 gigs on SEO Clerks you can resell for $5 on Fiverr.

Facebook Likes
Resell Facebook page and post likes on Fiverr from SEO Clerks.

YouTube Views/Likes/Subs
SEO Clerks is a great place to resell YouTube services from. YouTube views are highly in-demand, especially high
retention ones.

www.FiverrBot.com

Vine Followers/Revines
Vine services are still new and not highly in-demand as other social media sites, but as Vine grows, so will the
demand for these gigs. SEO Clerks has a few $1 gigs to resell.

Instagram Likes/Followers
Instagram is very much in-demand, especially Instagram likes. Resell $1 SEO Clerks Instagram gigs for $5 on
Fiverr.

Pinterest Followers/Repins
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Again, SEO Clerks is a great place to resell from on Fiverr.
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Create Facebook Fanpage/Page For Business
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You’d be surprised how many business owners don’t know how to even create a Facebook page for their own
business. This is a great easy business.

Setup Social Media, Create YouTube Channel
Better yet, you can have a package where you create pages on all major media services for the buyer’s small
business on sites like YouTube and Twitter either as a gig extra or separate gig.

Manage Social Media
Create a gig where you will manage a company’s website for a day.

support@FiverrBot.com

Share Links to Twitter or Facebook Followers or All Social Media Sites
Share a link to a company website to all your Facebook friends and all your social media profiles.

Create and Sell Accounts
You can create accounts for social media websites and sell them on Fiverr. You may need to use proxies and
create email addresses for each account. You may need to phone verify accounts as well.

CREATIVE GIGS (7 IDEAS)
Voiceovers
www.FiverrBot.com

You don’t need to be a professional to do this. You could offer 30 seconds of a voiceover for $5.

Use Pets for Videos or Pictures
If you have a pet, you can use them in creative ways for things like signs, videos, photos, etc. and buyers and
Fiverr love stuff with pets.

Take Picture Holding Sign, Message, Logo
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While not as in-demand as video testimonials, still worth trying out if you do video testimonials as well.
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Logo Advertising on Body, Hand, Car or another Creative Way
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Fiverr loves this stuff and there is a demand for it if you are creative enough. There are a lot of successful sellers
that offer something like this. Basically you can paint the logo onto yourself, draw it on yourself, digitally put it
on yourself or put the buyers logo on other things such as a car or wall.

Spell Out Name or Logo in Rice
This is an easy gig and Fiverr loves gigs like this and they often feature them. Spelling names in alphabet soup,
writing it on rice or some other quirky object is easy. It just requires for you to spell out the buyer’s name or logo
in a creative way and taking a photo of it.

support@FiverrBot.com

Sing Happy Birthday
You definitely don’t have to be a good singer to offer this. You could have a terrible singing voice, it might even
help you sell more. If you get creative with it and wear a costume on video, you will have more success.

Help Brainstorm Company Names or Slogans
If you consider yourself a creative person, that’s why people go to Fiverr. You could offer 20 company names or
slogans for $5. The potential for different kinds of gig extras are limitless here as well.

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT (9 IDEAS)
What do you do for a living or have a passion in? You don’t necessarily have to be an expert in anything to
charge people $5 for advice. Are you good with cars? You could give people car advice. Are you good at dating or
relationships? You can offer people relationship or online dating advice.

Research Amazon Keywords or Niches for Writers On Kindle
There is software that will allow you to find what keywords and niches are in-demand. A lot of Kindle authors,
many of whom use Fiverr, would kill for this kind of information. Kindle Samurai is amazing for this. It allows you
to easily research a niche or keyword for sellers then export it to an Excel file to upload it to your buyer. 5
minutes of work for $4? I’ll take it!
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Give Advice
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Do Research
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There are many users who come on Fiverr looking to outsource research work before writing a book or putting
together a project. If you’re really good at using Google, then you could easily do this. You can claim $5 for 30
minutes of research, but it won’t have to take you that long to research a topic.

Teach Lessons in Another Language
If you are bilingual or know other languages besides English, you could offer short lessons on Fiverr for $5 over
Skype. This also has the potential to allow for some nice expensive gig extras that go up into the HUNDREDS!!!

Test Software

support@FiverrBot.com

A lot of developers need users to test their apps and software to find bugs and provide feedback. So much so,
that they are willing to pay for it.

Remote Computer Repair
You can use software like TeamViewer or LogMeIn to remotely access a buyer’s computer and quickly install
software like CCleaner and do some registry cleaning. If they’re having errors, and you are good at diagnosing
and solving problems (a quick Google search solves most PC errors) this would be a good gig for you that you can
charge a lot for in gig extras.

Remote Virus and Malware Removal

Post Ads to Craigslist or Kijiji
Yup, people pay for this and it’s more in-demand than you might think. A lot of business owners want users to
post Craigslist ads across many different locations, you could do this yourself easily for $5.

Submit Free eBooks to Websites
A lot of Kindle authors will put their books free for a limited time to drive traffic and reviews to their e-book.
Often, they’ll submit this promotion to many of the free e-book websites out there. Because this can become a
time consuming task, you can offer to do this for the author.
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This is the same idea, using a remote access software like TeamViewer or LogMeIn and instead, repairing a
buyer’s computer from viruses and malware using software like MalwareBytes. Again, nothing a quick Google
search can’t fix yet most people are willing to pay for it.

Fiverr Bot
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VIDEO GIGS (6 IDEAS)
Video Testimonials or Video Reviews

This is very much in-demand and very easy to do. I highly recommend this gig for newbies on Fiverr to start
making some money.

Product Testimonials
Ask for your buyer to mail you a physical product, or record yourself using a virtual one, such as an app, website
or game. The idea is to record yourself using the product while providing a testimonial.

support@FiverrBot.com

5-Minute Video Critiques
Instead of writing a critique for something like a website, product or app, why not record yourself offering one?
It’s much more personalized and it is unique.

Whiteboard Animations
This is very easy to do and very much in-demand. Go to Sparkol, sign up for a trial and learn the software in only
minutes. It’s very easy to use and great for creating brilliant animations. I would recommend $5 for 10 seconds
of animation.

Edit Video by Adding Music or Graphics

www.FiverrBot.com

If you have Windows Movie Maker, you could do easy video edits for $5 such as adding music to videos, adding a
watermark, etc. You could also use premium software for more options such as Camtasia.

Convert Audio or Video Files to Another Format
There are a lot of free converters online but you’d be surprised how many people pay for a service like this. You
can convert .AVI to .MP3, or even a YouTube video into an MP3.

DIGITAL PRODUCTS (17 IDEAS)
Site Lists
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Create a list of websites/resources for specific niches and sell that on Fiverr. For example, 100 tools for your
business’ social media or 100 websites for entrepreneurs. Many buyers will be glad to pay for a useful like that.

Fiverr Bot
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Graphics Package
If you are a graphic designer you can put together a package of templates or logos that buyers can get for $5.
You could also scour the internet for private label rights graphics and resell them on Fiverr.

Software
Search for PLR software on the internet or sell your own.

Proxies Lists
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There are tons of free proxies on the internet that you could sell on Fiverr for $5. Use a tool like a proxy scraper
to gather proxies into a text file and sell that to users.

PLR Articles
Download or buy PLR articles and resell them on Fiverr. You will need to sell them in large quantities per order
for buyers to want to buy them.

PLR Books
This is the same idea, download or buy PLR books and sell them. You can sell these individually however and
they don’t need to be bundled.

Write Your Own Books

www.FiverrBot.com

You’ve probably never thought about using Fiverr to sell your book, right? While Kindle is a great platform, you
could sell small report books in PDF format instead of uploading it to Kindle or another platform.

Ideas for Businesses or Specific Niches
You can have stock marketing plans and business plans for specific niches or niches you are interested in and sell
that on Fiverr.

Resume & Cover Letter Templates
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Very much in-demand, a lot of users come on Fiverr are looking for help to find work or make money. You can
either create your own resume or cover letter templates or find some that you are able to resell on Fiverr.
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Exercise Plans
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If you are into fitness, this is a great way to make money on Fiverr. You could also research exercise plans for say
people who want to put on muscle or lose weight, create an exercise plan that is detailed and sell that on Fiverr.

Diets
There are many ways to create a meal plan online. I like Swole.me. Ask buyers for the desired caloric intake,
their number of meals, what kind of foods they prefer and create a meal plan for them on Swole.me and put it
into a document and upload it to them.

Recipes
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There are a lot of PLR recipes out there but you could also share your own or use ones you find on the internet.
Recipes themselves are free from copyright, so you don’t have to worry about doing anything sketchy.

Powerpoint Templates
If you’re good with Powerpoint, this sells very well as it’s cheaper to buy Powerpoint templates on Fiverr than
anywhere else.

Repair Guides
You can find information on how to repair and fix commonly damaged items like an iPhone or PS3 and sell that
information on Fiverr for $5.
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Leads
Email lists are very popular on Fiverr, if you have your own or find ones to resell, this is a great way to make
money on Fiverr as the email lists on Fiverr are cheaper than what you’d find elsewhere.

Business Strategy
You can have stock marketing plans and business plans for specific niches or niches you are interested in and sell
that on Fiverr.

Tutorials
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Write-up a tutorial, such as how to create a WordPress website or how to start publishing on Kindle and sell it on
Fiverr. Any short tutorial, as long as it’s informative and teaches something can be sold on Fiverr, especially if the
right information is hard to find on the internet.
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MISC. GIGS (4 IDEAS)
Critique Websites
There are a lot of web developers and business owners on Fiverr, so it would be a good to offer a website
critique. You can critique the website through the eyes of an average visitor and offer suggestions and
corrections to the design and function of the website.

Facebook Wall Posts or Relationship Statuses
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This is going to be a weird one, but it actually sells well. If you create a fake Facebook profile of an attractive
woman, Fiverr users will pay you to be in a relationship with them for 2 weeks or to write things on their wall. I
know, it may sound crazy but this is a super easy gig that actually works really well.

Send or Create Postcards
If you live in somewhere outside of the US, this gig actually has a lot of potential. It’s a new trend on Fiverr and it
sells well. Offer to send someone a postcard from your location/country and have them pay for shipping when
you create the gig. You can also offer to create a postcard and send it to them as well.

Create or Convert to PDF
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Offer to convert Fiverr users’ documents, powerpoint presentations and excel files into PDF. You don’t need to
be skilled to do it either, there are a lot of free tools online that can get the job done like this one.

THE END
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That’s 101 in-demand gig ideas! I hope that you have gotten some good ideas about what to offer and where
you’ll enjoy working the most. As always, we wish you great success on Fiverr. Remember, to join our Fiverr Bot
Mastermind to get the hottest secrets to making 100K+ a year on Fiverr.
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